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Abstract. Currently, most wireless sensor network applications assume
the presence of single-channel Medium Access Control (MAC) protocols.
When sensor nodes are densely deployed, single-channel MAC protocols
may be inadequate due to the higher demand for the limited bandwidth.
To overcome this drawback, we propose multiple channel support for
improving the performance. Our method allows the nodes to utilize new
frequency channels which results in the significant increase on the num-
ber of nodes that are granted access to the wireless medium. The method
requires only one half-duplex transceiver per node, which is capable of
sending and receiving over distinguished frequency channels. Simulation
results show that, method successfully utilizes multiple channels and
increases the performance proportional to the number of available fre-
quencies for an example single-channel MAC protocol, LMAC.

1 Introduction

Wireless Sensor Networks (WSN) [1], is an evolving technology that is the fun-
dament of various ubiquitous applications. WSN is embedded into the real world
and enables monitoring, inspection and analysis of unknown, untested environ-
ments with battery operated, tiny sensor devices. Sensor nodes are designed to
collect sensor data about the context and to transmit the readings by wireless
communication.

With the growing interest, in the near future, WSN will be deployed every-
where in large numbers, which may be of the order of hundreds or thousands
and even more [2]. The underlying protocols must be able to deal with these
numbers of nodes. In a dense network, demand is higher for the limited band-
width. This results in less chance to access the wireless medium due to higher
contention in a dense neighborhood1. Besides the large numbers, limited channel
capacity and the influence of interference due to external networks or electronic
devices, that share the same parts of the spectrum, will result in a competitive
communication environment.

1 We define the neighborhood of a node as the set of nodes which are located within
the node’s transmission range. We consider a dense network where a node -on the
average- has more than 50 nodes in its neighborhood.
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The important reason for this competition is that sensor nodes share a single
channel2. If the transceiver equipment used for wireless communication is able to
operate on multiple non-overlapping channels rather than a single channel, multi-
ple transmissions can take place on the wireless medium without disturbing each
other. This leads to lower contention, less collisions and retransmissions. Today’s
transceiver hardware, which is used for sensor nodes, supports operation on mul-
tiple frequencies. For example, the radio used by Ambient μNode [3] and CC2420
radio [4] for MICAz and Telos sensor nodes can be tuned to different channels.

We consider the LMAC protocol [5],[6] as an example to show the inefficiency
of single-channel MAC protocols in densely deployed sensor networks. LMAC is
a light-weight and energy efficient MAC protocol proposed for WSN. It is based
on the concept of scheduled access to the wireless medium. Each node controls
a timeslot to transmit its data. Timeslots are selected in a distributed, self-
configuring way. Further details of the LMAC protocol will be given in Section 3.

Besides its advantages, LMAC’s operation depends on the number of times-
lots, and in turn on the density of the neighborhood. When all timeslots are
exhausted, the node may not be able to access the wireless medium and remains
in its initialization state to find an empty timeslot. As the neighborhood gets
denser, the number of required timeslots grows rapidly. Therefore, we need a
mechanism that reduces the contention in the neighborhood and allows a node
to control a timeslot for transmitting its data.

We propose to multiplex the timeslots with the frequency domain for us-
ing the spectrum more efficiently. Note that this approach does not use differ-
ent transceivers; instead one half-duplex transceiver is sufficient. The proposed
method allows the nodes to switch their transceivers on new channels on-demand,
if the network reaches a density limit. One may argue that switching to different
channels by a half-duplex transceiver will cause disconnections in the network.
However, our method optimizes connectivity, i.e., connects as many neighbors
as possible via multiple channels.

The method is composed of two phases. In the first phase, nodes select times-
lots according to the single-channel LMAC rules. In the second phase, nodes se-
lect timeslots and also channels to communicate on. The LMAC protocol ensures
that a timeslot is only reused after at least 2-hops. Thus, the number of timeslots
that a node can select is not only limited by the number of 1-hop neighbors but
also by 2-hop neighbors. However, if multiple channels are available, nodes are
allowed to select those timeslots that are occupied by their 2-hop neighbors on
different channels. The second phase is based on this idea of utilizing different
channels by allowing concurrent transmissions.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows: Section 2 summarizes related
work. Section 3 introduces the LMAC protocol. Section 4 describes the multi-
channel support for LMAC protocol. Section 5 reveals the performance of the
method by experimental simulations. Section 6 discusses some concluding re-
marks and suggestions for future work.

2 A channel is defined to be a frequency range over which two nodes communicate.
We will use the terms ”channel” and ”frequency” interchangeably in the text.
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2 Related Work

The channel assignment problem and multi-channel MAC protocols in wireless
networks have been extensively studied. Usage of multiple channels in multi-hop
ad hoc networks has been shown to increase the throughput considerably, by
allowing concurrent transmissions on different non-overlapping channels [7], [8],
[9], [10], [11], [12]. Details about the algorithms and comparisons are explained
by Mo et al,. [13].

When we look into WSN domain, characteristics are quite different from the
ad-hoc networks. A typical sensor device is usually equipped with a single half-
duplex radio transceiver, which can not transmit and receive simultaneously,
but can work on different channels separately. On the other hand, traditional
wireless ad hoc networks usually assume more powerful radio hardware and
multiple transceivers per node. For instance, typical bandwidth used by WSN is
usually very limited (e.g., 50Kbps). Zhou et al. [14] showed why multi-channel
MAC protocols which are based on IEEE 802.11 are not suitable for WSN with
respect to the packet size, RTS/CTS mechanism and limited bandwidth. We
show why single-channel MAC protocols are not efficient in densely deployed
sensor networks, for an example single-channel MAC protocol.

Zhou et al., [14] recently introduced the MMSN multi-frequency MAC pro-
tocol especially designed for WSN. MMSN consists of two aspects: frequency
assignment and medium access. In frequency assignment, each node is assigned
a frequency for data reception. Hence, a node intending to transmit should know
about the receiver’s frequency. Broadcast packets are transmitted on a dedicated
channel. Medium access is a combination of contention and scheduled operation.
Our method is not a complete MAC protocol proposal, but it provides multi-
ple channel support for an example single-channel MAC protocol: Timeslots are
multiplexed with frequency domain on demand, if the number of timeslots in
the neighborhood is exhausted on a single channel.

IEEE 802.15.4 standard [15] also provides multiple channels for Personal Area
Networks (PAN). The idea is to use non-conflicting channels to identify different
PAN’s. This is different than our approach where we introduce multiple channels
in a dense network when the demand for the limited bandwidth is higher.

3 The LMAC Protocol

LMAC [5] is an energy-efficient medium access protocol designed for WSN. The
protocol enables the communicating entities to access the wireless medium on
a time-scheduled basis over a single frequency channel. Time-scheduled method
has a natural advantage of collision free medium access, which avoids wasting
energy and time.

Like other time-scheduled MAC algorithms, LMAC also considers time to be
divided into slots which are further organized into periodic frames. A node with
the intention to transmit can take control of a timeslot. A node transmits a
control message at the beginning of its timeslot to address the receiver nodes.
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Neighbor nodes must always listen at the beginning of a timeslot which con-
tains information about the intended receivers, synchronization and the current
timeslot. If neighbor nodes discover that they are not the intended receivers they
turn off their power-consuming transceivers.

The timeslot selection mechanism in LMAC is fully distributed, thus needs
no base-stations or central authorities to decide and allocate the timeslots to the
nodes. In addition, the multi-hop nature of the WSN allows the timeslots to be
reused.

For timeslot selection, the nodes use an algorithm based on local information
only. Each node maintains a vector of length equal to the number of timeslots.
This vector is used for storing the occupied slots within the 2-hop neighborhood.
Initially, the vector is cleared. Nodes transmit information in the control message
about those timeslots that the node considers to be occupied by itself and its
1-hop neighbors. When a packet is received, the logical OR operation is executed
to update the information about the occupied slots in the neighborhood and the
information is stored in the vector. If a node is not yet controlling any timeslot, it
selects one from the free slots. This method ensures that a timeslot is only reused
after at least 2-hops. The distributed algorithm for timeslot selection is shown
in Figure 1. The node marked with ”?” is searching for a timeslot and other
nodes control the timeslots they are marked by. It receives the occupied slots
information from the neighbors, executes the OR operation and finds timeslot 7
as free and grabs it.

When there are no more free slots (i.e. in a dense neighborhood), the node
remains in its initialization state, periodically monitoring frames to find an empty
timeslot. Reserving a timeslot for each node or increasing the number of timeslots
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Fig. 1. LMAC Protocol: Timeslot selection
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in the network may be a possible solution. However, this would increase the
latency of communication and time of waiting, before nodes get the opportunity
to transmit. For this reason, the frame interval should be kept as short as possible
and reused as much as possible. Currently, in a typical LMAC implementation,
frame length is 1 second and a frame consists of 32 timeslots.

4 Multi-channel Support for LMAC

To overcome the deficiency of single-channel LMAC protocol in dense networks,
we propose an algorithm which utilizes multiple channels. Besides, the algorithm
optimizes connectivity, i.e., connects as many neighbors as possible.

The algorithms is based on local information only: it does not need central
authorities to decide and allocate the frequencies. For instance, a central solution
for multiple channel allocation -which is also used in cellular networks or DECT-
would be to let a base-station (for example a sink node which is a gateway
between the users of the network and the network itself in WSN) assign the
channels. The sink node could assign frequencies to its 1-hop neighbors, and
frequency information can be broadcast to the remaining nodes, in a multi-hop
fashion. The nodes that are receiving the broadcast messages with frequency
information, switch to the associated frequency. In this approach, the ultimate
view of the network is partitions communicating on different frequencies. Nodes
are only aware of their neighbors which are using the same channel. If two
sensor nodes are within each other’s neighborhood but they are not connected
neighbors, the data packets that are destined for each other have to travel all
the way from the sender to the sink node and from sink node to the destination
node. This method would require a lot of messages to be relayed, and cause
waste of energy and latency.

Before describing the algorithm in detail, we summarize the design issues and
assumptions.

4.1 Design Issues and Assumptions

– N non-overlapping frequency channels are available. Nodes are aware of the
number and frequency range of the channels.

– All the nodes are communicating in the basic channel (single channel) at the
beginning. If timeslots are exhausted in a node’s neighborhood on the basic
channel, new channels are introduced.

– The switching delay from one channel to another can be neglected, e.g., for
the transceiver of Ambient μNode sensor node platform, 650μsec is much
less than a typical timeslot duration, 31.25msec.

– Each node has one radio interface which is a half-duplex transceiver. A node
cannot both transmit and receive at the same time, simultaneously.

– To establish multi-hop time synchronization ([16], [17]), every node uses its
parent node to synchronize to every frame. A node can be a parent of another
node if it’s closer to the sink.
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4.2 Functional Description

The algorithm is composed of 2 phases. In the first phase, nodes select the times-
lots according to the single-channel LMAC rules. In the second phase, channel
selection takes place. The second phase is based on 2-hop neighborhood infor-
mation. The LMAC protocol ensures that a timeslot is only reused after at least
2-hops. Thus, the number of timeslots that a node can select is not only limited
by the number of 1-hop neighbors but also by 2-hop neighbors. Moreover, the
simulation results (Section 5) have shown that on the average, more than 30%
of the occupied slots of a node are claimed by its 2nd hop neighbors. A node an-
nounces these 2-hop slots as free for its neighbors. However, the slots cannot be
grabbed by a slotless node since all timeslots are occupied in its neighborhood.
A slotless node cannot use the announced free slots on the same channel but can
do so on a different channel. Therefore it monitors the announced free slots and
marks the announcing node as a potential bridge. We call this node as a bridge
node since it connects the slotless node to the rest of the network. A slotless node
selects a bridge among the potential bridges and negotiates with the bridge on an
appropriate slot/frequency pair. This negotiation keeps the network connected
and the new joining node does not disturb the current established connectivity.

Figure 2 shows the idea of the second phase. In the figure, the slotless node is
marked by a ”?”. Other nodes control the timeslots they are marked by. Node 3
announces its occupied vector as ”1011” where node 4 is announcing as ”0111”.
All timeslots in ?’s neighborhood are occupied (1011 OR 0111 = 1111). If a
single-channel LMAC protocol was used, the node could not grab a slot in this
situation. If multiple channels are available, after receiving this information, the
slotless node views node 3 on slot 2 and node 4 on slot 1 as potential bridges.
We explain the algorithm in the next sections based on the example given in
Figure 2.

Bridge and non-interfering Channels Discovery. In the first phase of the
algorithm, nodes are communicating on the basic channel and they are only
aware of their neighborhood on that channel. However, before a slotless node
started the second phase of searching for potential bridge nodes, other slotless
nodes may have already connected to the network on different channels. In order
to be aware of all potential bridges operating on different channels, a slotless
node scans different channels for bridge node discovery. This process also helps
the node to discover all the occupied timeslots in different frequencies before
deciding on a non-interfering frequency/timeslot pair.

A slotless node creates two matrices about the collected information. One
is for identifying the occupied slot/frequency pairs in the neighborhood. For
the example shown in Figure 2, the slotless node creates the matrices shown in
Figure 3. Here, number of timeslots is 4 and number of frequencies is 3. In the
occupied matrix, all the slots on the basic channel (frequency 0) are occupied
where other channels are marked as free. In the free matrix, the slotless node
records node 3 on slot 2 and and node 4 on slot 1 as potential bridges in any
of the available frequencies other than the basic channel. After constructing the
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matrices, the slotless node extracts the required information about potential
bridges. A bridge is selected due to some function from the set of potential
bridges, such as the signal strength, degree of connectivity, battery level, etc.

Channel Negotiation. For the bridge node to be aware of a slotless node re-
questing negotiation, the slotless node should be able to send its request. How-
ever, it does not have a timeslot to transmit. One option for negotiation would
be to take place on a dedicated control channel. Potential bridge nodes would
switch to the control channel on slots which they announce to be free and listen
for the requests. However, this would be very costly for the nodes in terms of
energy if they have most of their timeslots as free. They would have to keep their
transceiver always on, and probably receive no request. Instead, when a potential
bridge node does not have data to send, it sends a notification for those slotless
nodes which are interested in negotiation, during its control message (Section 3).
In the rest of the timeslot, during data section the slotless node sends its request
to the bridge node. This request includes the channel information on which the
slotless node intends to communicate with the bridge. Here, a question may arise
what if there are more slotless nodes which are intending to negotiate with this
bridge node. To prevent collisions, nodes send the request based on a contention
mechanism.

After getting the request, the bridge node also checks to investigate whether
there are any conflicting transmissions on that slot/frequency pair in its neigh-
borhood. It acknowledges the slotless node during its timeslot in the next frame
if there is no conflict. After starting transmissions, still there may be collisions
or interference with some other nodes. In this case, the agreement is canceled
by the both parties and the requesting slotless node restarts the same process.
For the example shown in Figure 2, let’s assume that node ? has agreed with

Fig. 2. Operation of the algorithm
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Fig. 3. Matrices discovered by node ”?”

Fig. 4. Occupied vectors with frequency information

node 3 on frequency 1 over slot 2. The occupied vectors for the nodes are shown
in Figure 4.

After a slotless node has negotiated with a bridge node and is further con-
trolling a timeslot, it can also play role as a potential bridge as well since it’s
already a part to the network. A sketch about execution model of multi channel
LMAC is shown in Figure 5.

5 Performance Evaluation

In this section we present some experimental results concerning the inefficiency of
LMAC protocol in dense networks, in terms of the number of active nodes (nodes
that control a timeslot). Moreover, we investigate the overhead of using multiple
channels. We have carried out simulations in the Omnet++ environment [18].
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The aim of doing experiments is to prove that the concept of the multi-channel
support for LMAC protocol is valid.

Fixed simulation parameters are tabulated in Table 1. Sensor nodes are de-
ployed randomly within the terrain, and are assumed to be static during the
simulation interval. A topology generator tool is used to deploy sensor nodes
randomly (with a uniform distribution) within the given dimensions of terrain
size. We create 5000 random topologies and for each simulation run, (whether for
LMAC or multi-channel LMAC version) the same topology is used. By changing
the number of nodes but keeping the terrain size and the transmission range
fixed, we simulate different levels of neighbor density. We adopt the neighbor
density calculation from Bulusu et al. [19], as:

μ = (NΠR2)/A (1)

where N is the number of nodes, R is the transmission range and A is the size
of the terrain. So densities for different number of nodes (50, 100, 150, 200, 250,
300, 350, 400, 450, 500, 550) are approximately 24, 48, 72, 96, 120, 144, 168,
192, 216, 240 and 264. Note that these numbers include only 1-hop densities and
don’t include 2nd hops. So, the neighbor densities in the example topologies are
larger than these numbers and almost covering all of the nodes in the network.

Fig. 5. Multi channel support for LMAC: execution model
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Table 1. Simulation Parameters

Parameter Name Value

Terrain Size 100*100 m2

Transmission Range 40m
Sensor Node Deployment Uniform
Mobility Characteristic Static

Density of Neighborhood 24, 48, 72, 96
120 144, 168, 196 nodes

Number of Time Slots 32 timeslots
MAC frame size 1 sec.

Number of Frequencies 8 (non-overlapping)
Number of Runs 5000

The traffic pattern used in the simulations is that every node broadcasts its
occupied vector during its timeslot in its neighborhood. We assume error-free
links. The simulation ends either when all the nodes control a timeslot or when
there are no more timeslots that can be grabbed by a node. The simulation time
limit is 100 seconds.
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Fig. 6. Percentage of active nodes versus density

Firstly, we show how multiple channels increase the number of active nodes in
the network. In Figure 6, the percentage of active nodes ([The nodes that have
a timeslot/Number of nodes]*100) versus different number of densities is shown.
When the network becomes denser, the percentage of active nodes decreases
rapidly in LMAC. For 240 neighbors, it is below 20%. Consequently, LMAC suf-
fers from density. If we compare the results of multi-channel LMAC with pure
LMAC’s results we see that the performance is above 90% even in the most
dense topologies. This method ensures that nodes can communicate, i.e. have a
timeslot in a dense neighborhood even the neighborhood is getting denser with
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the increasing number of nodes and the same terrain dimensions. Multi-channel
LMAC increases the performance by a factor of number of available channels.
However, the number of active nodes is limited by ”number of timeslots * number
of frequencies”. This shows that approximately all the channels are successfully
utilized. In conclusion, LMAC’s performance is affected by the number of times-
lots whereas multi-channel LMAC increases the performance by the number of
non-overlapping channels available.

To design a good MAC protocol for WSN, the first attribute to be considered
is the energy efficiency [20] since the sensor nodes are usually battery-powered
and it’s difficult to change or recharge batteries. The major source of energy
waste is the collisions. In this set of experiments we have tested how energy-
efficient our method is in terms of collisions. Another source of energy-waste is
the control packet overhead. We test the overhead of the control packets sent
during the negotiation process. The results are shown in Figures 7 and 8. The
collisions are represented per node for a fair comparison instead of totals. Because
in LMAC number of active nodes is less and total number of collisions is also
less. Number of collisions per active node in multi-channel LMAC is much less
than LMAC. Multi-channel LMAC introduces multiple channels and this results
in less number of collisions and contentions for timeslots. Control packets are
not present in LMAC while in multi-channel LMAC, number of control packets
increases with increasing density but it is still within boundaries between 0 and
5 per active node. These results are also represented in terms of control packets
per node over a simulation period. The results prove that multi-channel LMAC
does not bring an overhead in terms of energy.

Another parameter which directly affects the execution of the method is the
number of available 2-hop slots offered by a node to be used by nodes in different
frequencies. Results are shown in Figure 9. It’s seen that in even most of the
crowded topologies, more than 30% (10/32)of the slots are announced as free
and slotless nodes can negotiate for different frequencies on these slots.
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6 Conclusion and Future Work

In this future-looking work, we have addressed multiple channel support for
WSN. The single-channel MAC protocols which grant access to the bandwidth
may be inadequate in dense environments due to the higher demand and con-
tention for the limited bandwidth. We propose a method that extends an ex-
ample single-channel MAC protocol by multiplexing the time domain with the
frequency domain. It allows the nodes to introduce new channels on-demand,
if the network reaches a density limit. The method is composed of two phases.
In the first phase, nodes try to select timeslots according to the single-channel
LMAC rules. In the second phase, nodes that could not grab a timeslot in the
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first phase invite the neighbor nodes which are free to listen them on an agreed
frequency channel and a timeslot.

The current state of the work proves that an example single-channel timeslot-
ted MAC protocol ”LMAC” suffers in dense environments and the performance
can be increased by introducing the multiple frequency channels. Simulation
results show that multiple channel support has the effect of increasing the per-
formance by a factor of number available frequencies. Moreover, it does not bring
an overhead in terms energy efficiency per node.

After the encouraging results, we will explore the adaptivity aspect of this
solution and investigate the performance of multi-channels in other MAC pro-
tocols also with mobility scenarios. Currently, we are experimenting the method
on a test-bed to have a clear idea about the number of non-overlapping channels
available since the extent of spatial reuse is directly proportional to this number.
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